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Abstract

This study attempts to formulate a model for the study of federal international nongovernmental organisations (FINGO)”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) . It argues that in the core of a FINGO there are its mission, identity and ideology which are the most stable elements of the organisation.
In the shell there are organisation’s adherency, structure, leadership and social objects. The context of a FINGO is constituted of economical, political, cultural and religious opportunity structures. Changes in these elements create potential for changes in other elements but do not automatically change them.
The model can be used as a coarse map of elements in a FINGO and as a strainer to find out the critical moments when there are changes in the core, shell or context. These moments are places of deeper analysis. It can also be used as a basis for a questionnaire to find out factors influencing and resisting change. 
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What follows is an attempt to draw together findings found in studies of third sector, social movements and world views in order to formulate a model for an international nongovernmental organisation”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) . The model is developed to this study on the World Alliance of YMCAs”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations but it can, hopefully, be applied to other FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s as well. At this point, it is necessary to point out that this model is so wide that in any study it is not possible to focus on every aspect that it includes. However, it is in a way a general map to arrange different inputs influencing an organisation. After this representation, I show how I intend to use it when I concentrate on the mission of the YMCA.
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Figure 1: Organisation onion 1
The starting point of this model is, on one hand, in Roger A. Lohmann’sLohmann, Roger A. note that nonprofit organisationsnonprofitnonprofit organisations(NPO)”  have not been studied from their own perspective but as a residual category LohmannLohmann, Roger A. 1992a,b; 1995.. On the other hand, Michael T. HannanHannan, Michael T. and John FreemanFreeman, John have underlined the importance of the core valuesvaluesorganisational values of an organisation. Their theory of hierarchial inertiaecological theoryinertiahierarchial inertia states that the missionmission is the most stable element in organisations HannanHannan, Michael T. & FreemanFreeman, John 1989, 77ff. According to Hannan and Freeman, an organisation has four levels from shell to core: technical level (which ”consists of the specific actions taken by the bureau”), managerial level (or ”the decision-making rules it uses”), institutional level (or ”the institutional structure to make those rules”), and its mission (or ”the deepest general purpose”).. Lohmann, Roger A.
We can describe a nonprofitnonprofitnonprofit organisations(NPO)”  organisation with a figure that is a simplified modification of Hannan and Freeman’sHannan, Michael T.Freeman, John theory of hierarchial inertiaecological theoryinertiahierarchial inertia and relative structural inertiaecological theoryinertiastructural inertia HannanHannan, Michael T. & FreemanFreeman, John 1977, 931f; 1989, 66-69, 72ff, 75f. Hierarchial inertiaecological theoryinertiahierarchial inertia can be used in the studies on the relation of the core and the shell and relative structural inertia can be used in the analysis of the organisational”organisationorganisationalenvironment” nicheniche. . The organisation”organisationorganisationalchange  is seen as an onion (figure 1) Other this kind of onion models are those of Mary Jo Hatch (1997, 14ff., 63-75), Geert Hofstede (1991, 9) and Edgar Schein (1985, 14). According to Hatch, an organisation consists of its culture, social structure, physical structure and technology. In its environment there is an inner circle of its networks, which consists of unions, suppliers, special interests, competitors, collaborates, customers and regulatory agencies. Finally, the outer circle, organisation’s general environment, consists of culture, economy, technology and legal, physical, political and social environment.  Hoftede’s onion consists of values in the core, rituals, heroes and symbols. The significant difference to my model is that he regards symbols to have low inertia. However, he sees symbols mainly as marks and does not problematise the inertia of religious symbols. Implicitly his ‘rituals’ also contain religious symbols. Shein, in turn, classifies culture in three levels: assumptions, that are taken for granted, values which require some awareness and artifacts that are visible but often not undecipherable. My model is a simplified version of these but these details can be added in my model as well.. 
The core of an organisation”organisationorganisation’smission  is its raison d’êtreraison d’être of the organisation. Around the core is the shell, which can be seen as a materialisation of these immaterial issues. The shell also include the activists, i.e. those who actually run the organisation”organisationorganisation’sadherency . Finally, outside the organisation there”organisationorganisationalenvironment” is the contextenvironment”  or nicheniche in which the organisation acts.
Estelle James has pointed out that nongovernmental organisations often have a religiousreligionreligious motivations or ideological basis Estelle James was one of the first to point out this aspect. She called these organisations interest based communities. James 1987,406f, 1989a,6; 1989b,292; 1989c,32,35; 1990,23.. Alberto Melucci, in turn, has argued that social movements arise in defence of identity ”What individualsindividual are claiming collectively is their right to realise their own identityidentitycollective identity.” Melucci 1980,218..beliefideology This means that such elements as identityidentitycollective identity”organisationorganisationalidentity”, ideologybeliefbelief system”organisationorganisationalideology  and missionmission”organisationorganisation’smission  view are fundamental to them. These are the core of the organisations and have the strongest inertiaecological theoryinertiahierarchial inertia. In organisational”organisationorganisationalchange  changes,changein organisation structures the core is the norm according to which the proposals are seen. The distinction between the three elements of the core is only analytical. They are so closely related that in practice it is not possible to separate them. To say ”I am a Christian” contains all of those elements. Analytically, the mission is the ultimate goalgoalsorganisational goals of the organisation”organisationorganisation’smission . The identityidentitycollective identity explains who the membersmembership of the organisation are. ”organisationorganisationalidentity  The ideologybeliefbelief system”organisationorganisationalideology  is the doctrinal formulation of the two others. 
 The second level, the shell, consists of the structure of the organisation: its leadership On leadership, see, for example Turner & Killian 1987,377-382.leadershipmovement leaders, its social objects LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel and Lang define social objects as follows:
Those who are social objects occupy a central position without being leaders. They differ from leaders in two important ways: first, they neither instigate nor initiate action for a following; second, they do not participate in the action or share in the collective mood of which they are the focus. The category of social objects thus includes such diverse roles as victim, villain, martyr, idol, hero, and fool. Not all objects in the focus of collective behavior are persons. The object may be a symbolic representation of a collective goal - a totem, a flag, or sacraments... But persons constitute a special kind of object among the many possible focuses of collective action. LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel & Lang 1961,291(-332)social objects (heroes, martyrs, holy places and times, etc.) and its cadresadherency. These, in turn, can be divided into more detailed fragments which I deal with below. 
The contextcontext is the last layer in the organisational onion. It consists, on one hand, of supporters, sympathisers, resourcesresources and opportunities and, on the other hand, of adversaries On counter-movements, see, for example, Turner & Killian 1957,382ff., costs and constraints. Additionally there are authorities and the public The role of the public in collective behaviour was first studied by Gabriel Tarde in his paper ‘Le Public et la foule’ in 1901. Some years later Robert E. Park dealt the issue in his dissertation ‘Masse und publicum’ in 1904. From that on it has been one of the main concepts in social movement literature. On public, see, for example Park & Burgess 1924,867-870; Blumer 1953,189-193; Turner & Killian 1957,247-275. , which can be either passive bystanders or active actorspublic.
All organisational levels are interdependent in such a way that changeschangein opportunity structures in one of them create a potential for changes in others as well. As Hannan and FreemanHannan, Michael T.Freeman, John state, the organisational”organisationorganisationalchange  inertiaecological theoryinertiachangespeed of change is strongest in the core and it is less likely to change. Additionally, in all changes the core will be reflected as a norm for the validity of the changechangein mission view. If the core changes significantly, the organisation”organisationorganisationalchange  ceases to be what it used to be and is transformed into something else. This requires often total changechangein adherency in the adherencyadherency”organisationorganisation’sadherency””organisationorganisationalchange  A typical example is Bert KlandermansKlandermans, Bert’ study on the DutchNetherlandsvoluntary organisations(VO)Dutch Christian Peace Movement(DCPM) ChristianChristianityorganisations Peace Movementpeacepeace movementsDutch Christian Peace Movement(DCPM) which altered its missionmission when the adherencyadherency”organisationorganisation’sadherency  changedchangein adherencychangein mission view”organisationorganisationalchange . KlandermansKlandermans, Bert 1994.. The changeschangein organisation structures in the shell may influence the core as well. The change of structure”organisationorganisationalchange  may alter the statusstatusstatus quo quo in the organisation”organisationorganisationaldecision-making  and change power structures in it. The change of the structure may also bring to the decision-making new people who may have different interpretations of the missionmission of the organisation”organisationorganisation’smission . Finally, the organisational environmentenvironment” ”organisationorganisationalenvironment” can make restrictions or create opportunitiesopportunity structures that did not exist before. Below I describe these elements in detail. However, I am not going to argue in which way these elements interact because the interaction is always a sum of so many factors that each organisation is a case per se. I only give some possibilities as examples.
The Core
Figure 2: Organisation's core
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The core (figure 2) includes organisation’s identityidentitycollective identity, mission and ideology. Collective identityidentitycollective identity has become one of the key words for the European new social movement approachmovementssocial movementssocial movement studies. It defines the boundaries between ‘us’ and ‘others’. If we look at the modern history of nonprofits”thirdsectorrelationtoreligion”, we see that Melucci’s thesis of identity defence is true in the case of them as well. Religious, ethnicethnicity and linguistic based organisationsreligionreligious organisations, like schoolseducationschools, are mainly defenders of the collective identityidentitycollective identity of the group they serve.   
For Melucci, collective identityidentitycollective identity is not stable but ”a definitiondefinitions constructed and negotiated through an activation of the social relationssocial relationships connecting membersmembership of a group or a movement Melucci 1992b,49. This approach, which is close to interactionistactioninteraction and constructivist approaches, is some kind of ‘tabula rasa’-approach. It is a new view compared both to the MarxistMarxism understanding of identityidentity as a manifestation of macro level changes and to the FreudianFreud, Sigmund psychological-biological approach. (HuntHunt, Scott A. & al Benford, Robert D.Snow, David A.1994,187ff.). The former could be called ‘adaptationadaptation’-approach and the latter ‘a treasure box’-approach. Hans MolMol, Hans is one of those who understand identityidentity as a core, which is revealed after the rolesrole have been undressed. MolMol, Hans follows David J. de LevitaLevita, David J. de who presented the definitiondefinitions in his book ‘The Concept of Identity’identity in 1965. MolMol, Hans 1976,60..” Also the ”collective actor is always a composite, a constructed reality which nevertheless presents itself empirically as a unit Melucci 1992a,242..” For Melucci, social movementmovementssocial movements is not an entity but a process Melucci 1992b,48..
In the new social movement studies,movementssocial movementssocial movement studies identityidentity has three dimensions: individualidentityindividual identity, collectiveidentitycollective identity and public identities Johnston & Laraña & Gusfield 1994,12f.publicpublic identityidentitypublic identity. In other words, they refer to the questions: ‘Who am I?’ ‘Who are we?’ and ‘How do others see us?’ Collective identityidentitycollective identity defines on which grounds the multipurpose, federal organisation is still a unity. In INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s the collective identityidentitycollective identity has to compete at least with the constituency’s nationalnationnational identity, religiousreligionreligious identity, culturalculturecultural identity, professionalprofessionprofessional identityidentityprofessional identity and interestinterestinterest identities identitiesidentitycollective identity. Along these, one important aspect of identityidentityage identity is related to age. In the beginning of the fifties, Karl MannheimMannheim, Karl wrote about the ‘stratification’ of experience MannheimMannheim, Karl 1972(1952),111-120.. He meant that a generationgenerations is formed by those people who share the same kinds of experiences when they first enter publicpublicpublic sphere life in their adolescence. Although older generationsgenerations experience the same events, they explain them from the point of view of their shared adolescent experiences. As MannheimMannheim, Karl puts it:
Youthyouth experiencing the same concrete historical problems may be said to be part of the same actual generationgenerations: while those groups within the same actual generationgenerations which work up the material of their common experiences in different specific ways, constitute separate generationgenerations units. MannheimMannheim, Karl 1972(1952),119f.
Thus, the World War II generation framed, for example, the Vietnam War from different generational experience than the ‘Aquarius’-generation of the 1960s. In turn, the student activism and the Cold War were the collective experiences that modified the worldview of the baby-boom generation. 
People who participate in the decision making”organisationorganisationaldecision-making” of a FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  have several (political, cultural, religious, national, etc.)identity identities and these identitiesidentity influence how the different coalitions are formed in the organisation. Sometimes the dividing lines can go between generationsgenerations, between culturecultureculturess, between the rich and poor, between activitiesactionnonprofit actionassociationsactivities, etc. These separate identitiesidentity mould the understanding of collective identityidentitycollective identity. This interaction process, in turn, moulds the missionmission of the organisation. For example, if some people in a conference frame their identityidentity primarily on a nationalnationnational identity basis, their vision of the World Alliance’s mission may emphasise aspects of the coordination of common interestsinterestgeneral interests, like international camps, hotel facilities, etc. Instead, if some others frame the YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations as a body of Christ they may emphasise the common responsibility of the weakest member of that body, which in turn, points to the need of refugeerefugees”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)refugeework  work and development co-operationdevelopment.
When the collective identityidentitycollective identity defines the organisation’s identityidentitycollective identity from inside, the public identitypublicpublic identityidentitypublic identity does this from the outside. Public identitypublicpublic identityidentitypublic identity has great variation as the rival of collective identityidentitycollective identity. Outside people from different backgrounds frame the movement differently. In order to adapt to different societies and gain legitimacy an organisation has to develop different public identitiespublicpublic identityidentitypublic identity. The crucial question to any organisation is how much these public identitiespublicpublic identityidentitypublic identity strengthen the competing”competition” identitiesidentity and split the collective identityidentitycollective identity.
The mission is the counterpart of identityidentity. The identityidentity question, ”who are we?” is often accompanied by the missionmission question ”why are we here?” Especially in religious organisations”religionreligiousorganisations , the mission question is closely bound to religious identityreligionreligious identityidentityreligious identity and both are connected to the ideologybeliefbelief system. Thus, it is not clear which was first, the chicken or the egg. 
It can be seen that the missionmissionmission view has the following aspects. First, there is an interpretationshared interpretation of the present reality. In social movement literaturemovementssocial movementssocial movement studies this has been called the articulation of the grievance. Without articulation of the grievance, there is no problem and as long as something is seen as natural, there is no need for change BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1971,301; HopperHopper, Rex D. 1959(1950),310-326.. The first step of any emerging enterprise is the analysis of the present situation. From it emerges the interpretation of the reality.
Second, there is a vision of the hoped future. This hoped future is the final ‘goalgoalsfinal goals’ of an organisation. It is not necessary to explain it in a cognitive way. Instead, it may be explained in broad terms, like ”the extension of His kingdom” in the YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations Paris BasisYoung Men’s Christian Association(YMCA)Paris Basis. Who can say what ‘GodGod’s kingdom’ really means? This broad missionmission view enables organisations to react in carpe diem moments and modify their activitiesactionnonprofit actionassociationsactivities according to the emerging needs. For example, the YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)triangleprinciple Christianityorganisations triangle principle”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)triangleprinciple  - a human consists of body, mind and spirit - has enabled the YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA) Christianityorganisations to develop a broad range of activitiesactionnonprofit actionassociationsactivities without violating its missionmissionmission view.
It can be questioned if the final goalgoalsfinal goals is the same as the strategical goalgoalsstrategical goals of an organisation. However, the final goalgoalsfinal goals may be stated with such vague terms that it is impossible to define what it means. Thus, I prefer to keep it separate from the strategical goal. Strategical and tactical The difference between these two concepts is defined by Karl von ClausewitzClausewitz, Karl von as follows: ”Tactics is the art of using troops in battle; strategy is the art of using battles to win the war.” Cited by Vincent EspositoEsposito, Vincent J. 1972,712.  goalgoalstactical goalss are more concrete and can be written in long-term and short-term plans. Thus, in the case of the World YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations, the final goalgoalsfinal goals is the ‘extension of His kingdom’, the strategical goalgoalsstrategical goals is, among others, taking care of  the refugeesrefugees”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)refugeework , and tactical goalgoalstactical goals may then, provide them a professionalprofessionprofessional training educationeducation or knowledge of a new language. However, these goalgoalss are in a hierarchial relation so that the tactical goalgoalstactical goals should not violate the strategical goalgoalsstrategical goals and final goalgoalsfinal goals. Otherwise, there is a danger that the missionmission of an organisation changes. Additionally, there is the constant danger that means become ends in themselves.
Third, there must be knowledge of the means about how to reach the goalgoals. Here ‘knowledge’ must be understood in its broadest meaning including the hypothesis as well. When you ‘take a boy and raise him into a man’ you can not be sure if your methods give the supposed results, but you base your efforts on the knowledge of the methods you believe to be appropriate. 
 Fourth, there must be an understanding of organisation’s own identityidentitycollective identity. Goalgoals and knowledge are not enough. There has to be a mutual concern that this organisation exists to fulfil a need. Thus, identityidentity, in relation with missionmission, also contains the element of vocatio. 
 Fifth, these previous elements are sacralisedsacred in the symbolssymbols, valuesvaluesorganisational values and normsvaluessocial values of the organisation. These guide the organisation in its decision making”organisationorganisationaldecision-making”. Together they form the organisations ideologybeliefbelief system. 
Ideology link identity and mission to some general world view and combine them into some elaborated belief system. In some cases we can even speak of the theology of some religious movement. The difference between these concepts can, of course, be defined in many ways. I use them in the following meanings. First, the world view is a large basis of one’s thinking. Georg Henrik von Wright has defined the concept of world view as follows:
It could be said that world view is an comprehension that a certain epoch or group of people has accepted on the origin and structure of the world, on the logic and explanation of natural phenomena, and on the right way to live. Von Wright 1997,19 (my translation).
Second, the belief system is a common concept for different elaborated formulations of world views like philosophies and religions. With ideology, I mean some ‘ism’ that is fundamental to the thinking of some group of people. It can be an elaborated world view (like in the case of many new religious movements) or it can be a special emphasis of some religion (like the evangelicalism in the early YMCA). The ideology can also be seen as a systematic expression of identity, mission and world view. The latest, namely, does not necessarily require any conscious formulation of the beliefs that have been adopted and it may remain in unconscious level. Ideologies, in turn, usually have some basic doctrines that are collectively adopted. However, it must be admitted that in many cases this distinction is only analytical. 
Ideologies are essential to many INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s (YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations included). INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s are, to modify Ralph H. TurnerTurner, Ralph H. and Lewis Killian’sKillian, Lewis M. expression, value-oriented movementvaluesvalue-oriented movementss TurnerTurner, Ralph H. & KillianKillian, Lewis M. 1957,326f.. According to them, a value-oriented movementvaluesvalue-oriented movements develops its own beliefbeliefbelief system system, which contains some kind of a creed, sacredsacred literature and myths BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1953,210.. The function of a creed is to sacralisesacred the cause of the movement. It also gives an articulation of the world view (or in DurkheimianDurkheim, Emile terms shared interpretationshared interpretation) that constitutes the frame in which the movement acts. For example, if the world is articulated to be a battlefield of classes then the movement frames all phenomena from that perspective.  
However, the intensity and centrality of the ideologybeliefbelief system varies in different organisations. If an organisation is related to an established religionreligion the ideologybeliefbelief system may have been taken as given and it is not the main concern of the organisation although it lies behind all actionsaction. If the organisation claims to be valuevaluesvalue-free-free, the civil religionreligioncivil religion The concept is from Robert N. BellahBellah, Robert N. 1970(1967). of the society and the zeitgeist, in general, directs its preferences. Organisation’s ideologybeliefideology The difference between world view and ideologybeliefideology is, according to ManninenManninen, Juha, that the previous can be a belief systembeliefbelief system of an individualindividual or a group, but ideologybeliefideology is always a common construction. ManninenManninen, Juha 1977,25. can also come from a rivalling belief systembeliefbelief system, like from some sub-culturecultureculturessub-cultures, counter culturecultureculturescounter cultures, revitalisation movementmovementsrevitalisation movements or political ideologybeliefideology. In such cases the ideologybeliefbelief system has a central roleroleideology's role in the organisation. Quite often the ideologybeliefbelief system reflects the era of the movement or organisation formation. 
 MM Martti Muukkonen  Muista, että on ero Tractatuksen (varhainen) ja Unterzuhungin (myöh) W:llä. Wittgenstein, LudwigThere is a distinction between change in the world view and change of the view Manninen 1977,26.. The analogy is a river that either moulds its bed or brakes its barriers to a new bed Wittgenstein 1969:95-97,99.. If the change remains in the bed, then the change is not central. However, if the change goes over its boarders, ”then it is a question of the emergence of a new world view.” In organisations this means that there is a distinction between new interpretation of an old doctrine and adoption a new one. In nonprofit organisation studies, Walter W. Powell and Rebecca Friedkin have a similar distinction when they state that:
[The YMCA, according to Mayer N. Zald’s analysis] is called successful [organization] because although the organization’s activities and efforts were altered in important ways, the changes enabled it to reach a larger audience without sacrificing its basic mission. Powell & Friedkin 1987,187. They refer to Zald 1970 and Zald & Denton 1963.
Analogically, they call unsuccessful such organisations in which the transformation ”either weakened the organization’s mission or decreased its viability Powell & Friedkin 1987,190. .”
As I mentioned, the world view may be clearly defined in doctrines of an ideologybeliefideology, religionreligion or philosophy but it also can remain unstructured. CassirerCassirer, ErnstCassirer, Ernst's theory of the phases of linguistic development explains the difference. For CassirerCassirer, Ernst myth and ritual are predecessors of symbolssymbols. ”Myth is the epic element in primitive religious lifereligionreligious behaviour; rite is the dramatic element CassirerCassirer, Ernst 1946,28..” Analogically, in the case of organisations, this may mean that many elements of the belief systemsbeliefbelief system are not presented in an organisation’s ideologybeliefideology but remain on a pre-linguistic level. This leads a scholar to focus on an organisation’s rituals and the beliefsbelief that they carry. These pre-linguistic forms of a belief systembeliefbelief system play a crucial roleroleideology's role among the rank-and-file membersmembershiprank and file members. Herbert BlumerBlumer, Herbert pointed out, already in 1953, that in social movementsmovementssocial movements there are different sets of ideologybeliefideology for leadersleadershipmovement leaders and followers:
The ideologybeliefideology of a movement consists of a body of doctrine, beliefsbelief, and mythsbeliefmyth… In the first place, much of it is erudite and scholarly. This is the form which is developed by the intellectualsmovementsmovement intellectualsintellectuals of the movement… another… popular character… seeks to appeal to the undereducated and to the masses. BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1953,210. In anthropology this is often called ‘little tradition’traditionlittle tradition while the formal set of doctrines, symbolssymbols and their interpretationshared interpretation forms the ‘great tradition’traditiongreat tradition. The distinction is from Robert RedfieldRedfield, Robert 1989(1956),41ff.
Sacred literature contains normally writings of the movement intellectualsmovementsmovement intellectualsintellectuals, stories of the heroes of the movement, descriptions of the gatherings and battles of the movement, hymnals, artifices, etc. The aim of all this is to create and maintain a feeling of us inside the movement. BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1953,209.
Myths interpret the raison d’être of a movementraison d’être of the organisation BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1953,210; LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel & Lang 1961,537. . They are ‘truths’ that are not expressed in doctrines. However, myth is not only a primitive phenomenon but as Sigbjørn Stensland interprets CassirerCassirer, ErnstCassirer, Ernst: ”The interpretationshared interpretation of mythbeliefmyth as belonging to the deepest level in human consciousness, indicates clearly that it is prior to conceptual language, and even prior to the emotional level Stensland 1987,77..” The content of myths is acted in the rites of a movement.
The elements of the ideologybeliefbelief system of an organisation are stored in its symbolssymbols. From these ‘stores’ they can be activated at the point of choicechoicechoice processes BergerBerger, Peter L. & LuckmannLuckmann, Thomas 1972,55.. This happens especially at times when the environmentenvironment”  changes and new strategies of adaptationadaptation are needed. At those moments, symbols are constants to which new proposals are measured HeinonenHeinonen, Reijo E. 1997,40.. These symbols can be artifices, events, people, texts, or anything that the participantsparticipation value as meaningful to their shared identityidentitycollective identity.
Interactionactioninteractioninternal interaction in the core is an ‘everything influences everything’ system. Identityidentity influences beliefsbelief by emphasising elements that are important to those who have a common identityidentitycollective identity. In some revival movementsChristianityrevival movements this phenomenon is called ‘the taste of the pot The expression comes from St Paul: ”But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the exceeding greatness of the power may be of GodGod, and not from ourselves” (2 Corinthians 4:7 ASV)’ which means that an individualindividual or a group is modifying the gospel according to their personal interestsinterestindividual interest. In the same way identityidentity influences the missionmission: a group sees the mission of an organisation in the activitiesactionactivities that are in line with its needs.
An ideologybeliefbelief system defines, in part, the identityidentity and the mission of an organisationmission. To say that an organisation is a Christian organisationChristianityorganisations identifies its membersmembership with the body of ChristChristianityJesus and separates them from the world. Members of the organisation are part of the ekleesiaekleesiaSee Christianitychurch, the universal churchChristianitychurch. The mission is defined with BiblicalChristianityBible terms and it should be legitimatelegitimacy”  from the perspective of Christianity. Often it means either preaching the gospel or serving one’s neighbour,neighbour but it can also be other religiousreligionreligious behaviour or secularsecular activitiesactionreligious action, like fostering Christian unity, fostering world peacepeaceworld peace, etc. The important point is that the identityidentity and missionmission must be legitimatelegitimacy” d with the ideologybeliefbelief system.
Mission, in turn, influences other components in several ways. The identityidentity tends to be equal with the group that is involved in the same missionmission: Missionarymissionmissionaries work has brought Protestant ChurchesChristianitychurch together. YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations and WSCFWorld Student Christian Federation(WSCF)Christianityorganisations conferences brought young people together in the beginning of the 20th century and gave them a vision of ecumenism. During the Second World War YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations work in the armed forces In the United States, the United Service Organisation for National Defence (USO), which in the World War II replaced the earlier YMCA military work, was founded by the YMCA, YWCA, National Catholic Community Service, the National Jewish Welfare Board, the Traveller’s Aid Association and the Salvation Army (USO 2000). Although Protestant Churches did not have direct official representation in this organisation (the Y’s represented Protestants), their Christian Commission on Camp and Defence Communities had a close relationship to USO and the president of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, Luther A. Weigle, was a member of USO Executive Board (Pence 1948,126-139). and work with prisoners of war On this, see Strong 1955,556-578. brought Christian ministers to work side by side and fostered mutual understanding. In these cases, sharing a common mission broke down barriers of different identitiesidentity. However, there are also opposite examples. Aggressive proselytism of some Protestant churchesreligionreligious organisationschurchesChristianityProtestantism and sectssectChristianitysect build barriers when the faithbelieffaith of others is not as good as the proselytist’s faith. In both cases, the mission and emerging new identityidentity must be legitimatelegitimacy” d in the ideologybeliefbelief system.
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Figure 3: Organisation's shell
The shell of an organisation contains its adherencyadherency, structure, leadersleadershipmovement leaders and social objects See Lang and Lang’s definition above in note 8 in page 3.social objects (figure 3). According to Hannan and Freeman’sHannan, Michael T.Freeman, John theory, the components of the shell do not have as high inertiaecological theoryinertiahierarchial inertia than the core has. This means that these elements can change more easily and the change in the shell does not necessarily cause a change in the core. However, they create a potential for the changes in the core as well. Below I focus on four elements of the shell that has been emphasised in the literature.
Adherency is the basis of an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) . Without members and supporters, McCarthy and Zald make a distinction between adherents and constituents. According to them, ”adherents are those individuals and organizations that believe in the goals of the movement. The constituents of a SMO are those providing resources for it.” McCarthy & Zald 1977,1221.membership there is no NGO status See definitions above in chapter 1.4.2.statusNGO status. As Mayer N. Zald ZaldZald, Mayer N. & DentonDenton, Patricia 1963,219f. Zald 1970,32f,36,40-43,55f.Zald, Mayer N. and Bert Klandermans KlandermansKlandermans, Bert 1994.Klandermans, Bert have shown, the changes in the adherencyadherency create the potential for the change of the core. This can happen in several ways. First, identityidentity is closely connected with adherency. When adherency changes new people bring their identitiesidentity with them and mould the organisational identityidentitycollective identity, ideologybeliefbelief system and missionmission. In all cases this does not lead to changes in the core but creates a potential for the change. There may be hindrances that downplay the influence of new groups, and in such cases, the potential may remain hidden. Such hindrances are, for example, structures that do not allow equal participationparticipation, economic dependency on some adherency fragment, the power of the prevailing belief systembeliefbelief system, the power of leadersleadershipmovement leaders, etc.
Second, changes in the adherencyadherency composition may change the structure of an organisation. These changes range from mere organisational expansion to the total transformation of the structure. A remarkable expansion of an organisation leads to the need of extra resourcesresources and administrationadministration. When an organisation expands, there will become a moment in which the old structure is not capable in handling everything and something new is needed. At the other end of the continuum there is the case of total take-over. New adherency occupies the organisation and transforms it to fit its own purposes. In the same way, decline of membersmembershipassociationsmembership may cause lack of resourcesresources and, in turn, reduction of the staffstaff and facilities.
Third, new adherencyadherency may bring their own leadersleadershipmovement leaders to the organisation who may urge voice in the organisation and cause competitionvoluntary  for power in the organisation. This, in turn, may lead to the extension of boards and staff.staff If the board is not extended, the competition makes these positions harder to access because of the relative scarcity of leading positions compared to the previous situation.
Fourth, new adherencyadherency may also bring their social objectssocial objects to the organisation. This urges the organisation to reflect the set of its older social objectssocial objects. If the works of a new hero are emphasised, it diminishes the relative position of the old ones. At least it creates plurality and this, in turn, has consequences on the identityidentity and ideologybeliefbelief system.
However, not all segments of adherencyadherency have the same importance. Kurt and Gladys Engel LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel pointed out, in 1961, that the adherency of a movement is comprised of several segments and the importance of these segments change when the movement becomes older. They noted that there are early converts, active reinforcements (old fighters), joiners (those who come along when the movement gains respectability) and resisters (potential followers). On the other hand, in spite of the stage of the movement or organisation, there is always the following distinction: core membersmembershipcore members, who do the actual jobs and spend their spare time in the movement or organisation; rank and file membersmembershiprank and file members, who attend at meetings, participate in activitiesactionnonprofit action, use slogans of the movement and believe in its ideologybeliefideology; and those who are not clearly inside or outside and whose support can be mobilised occasionally. LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel & Lang 1961,525f. Thus, it could be supposed that a new cadre of activists joining in an organisation would have a greater impact than if a new cadre of rank and file membersmembershiprank and file members join the organisation.
In the case of FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s the influence of new segments of adherencyadherency is not direct because international federationnationnational organisationss do not have individuals”individualindividualmembership  but other organisations as membersmembershipassociationsmembers. However, the inclusions of new organisations (especially from new areas) create similar potentials as in the cases of individual membersmembershipassociationsmembership.
The leadership is another element of the shell of an organisation. Herbert BlumerBlumer, Herbert divided the leadershipleadershipmovement leaders in social movementsmovementssocial movements into four classes that follow the stages of a movement. In the beginning, there is a need for agitatorsagitator, then come prophetsprophet and social reformerssocial reformers. When the time passes, the movement needs statesmen and finally administrators BlumerBlumer, Herbert 1953,203.. This classificationclassifications can be partly valid in INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s as well. However, this classificationclassifications focuses mainly on individual leadersleadershiphip and does not deal with the collective leadersleadershipcollective leadershiphip that is central in Zald’sZald, Mayer N. theses Zald 1970,48,64f.. Additionally, there are informal leadersleadershipinformal leaders who do not have central positions but who, in fact, influence organisations behaviourbehaviourorganisational behaviour”organisationorganisationalbehaviour . The social composition of boards and committees, on one hand, and the relationships between staffstaff, committees, and informal leadersleadershipinformal leaders, on the other, defines the leadersleadershiphip in the organisation.
The leadership moulds the organisation in several ways. At the core level, the leadershipleadershipmovement leaders influences how the identity,identity missionmission view and ideologybeliefbelief system are formulated. Ron EyermanEyerman, Ron and Andrew JamisonJamison, Andrew have emphasised the roleroleintellectuals’ role of movement intellectualsmovementsmovement intellectualsintellectuals in the creation of the ideologybeliefideology of an organisation EyermanEyerman, Ron & JamisonJamison, Andrew 1991,98f. According to Eyerman and Jamison the leaders ”filter out aspects of a rather diffuse world view, which as a source of collective identity has served as a framework for mobilizing supporters, into clearly defined items for political negotiation in the institutional frameworks of the established political culture.” Idem 102.. Intellectualsintellectualsmovementsmovement intellectuals give the words that describe the raison d’être of the movementraison d’être of the organisation. Moreover, staffstaff and other leadersleadershipmovement leaders formulate the proposals to committees and general assemblies. Additionally, some decisions are made by themselves. Thus, leadersleadership have a central roleroleleaders’ role in the modification of bases and statements of an organisation. Even if the ideologybeliefbelief system is based on some religiousbeliefreligious belief or philosophicalbeliefideology doctrines, the leadersleadershiphip can emphasise some elements of the ideologybeliefbelief system. If the organisation is based on charismatic leaderscharismahipleadershipcharismatic leadership, the roleroleleaders’ role of the leader is even greater. In that case the whole core may be centred around the personality of the leader.
In the shell level, the influence of the leadershipleadership is mainly on the structure of the organisation. In a way, leadersleadership mould the organisation according to their preferences and ways of working. While they have a right to modify the every day practices, their proposals on the structure are normally taken seriously. Additionally, the changes of the structure are often results of the changes in the leadersleadershiphip which, in turn, may result in the composition of active core membersmembershipcore membersassociationsmembers or different coalitions among them. However, leadersleadershipmovement leadership has influence on the adherencyadherency as well. A leader gives face to the organisation and serves as an advertisement of the organisation. Especially charismaticcharisma organisationsorganisationcharismatic organisation are dependent on their prophetprophets but the phenomenon is not foreign in other kinds of organisations, either. A good example is the roleroleleaders’ role of Mother Teresa who is better known than her order. In her case, she also serves as a symbol of the organisation. This is also one way of how leadersleadership influence the shell of the organisation. Many leadersleadershipmovement leaders have become heroes or martyrs of their organisation or movement and thus serve as social objectssymbols of the cause.
The structure of the organisation contains both its official structure and unofficial one. Along with the official structure, there are different personal networks and power blocks, which may sometimes be more important than the official ones. While other elements of the shell influence the composition and changes of the structure, it, in turn, influences the other elements of the shell. Changes in the structure alter the power stabilitystability in the organisation and bring new segments of adherencyadherency (and drop some others) to the decision making”organisationorganisationaldecision-making” bodies. Thus, the most important aspect in the change of the structure is its influence on the composition of leadershipleadership. However, sometimes it is hard to say which comes first, the chicken or the egg. New structure and new leadersleadershiphip are bound together.
Another issue is the link between the ideologybeliefideology and the structure. Sometimes the form is part of the dogma. For example, in the old churches the ministry and especially episcopacy is part of the dogma. In the YMCA, in turn, the principle of local autonomy has been one of the leading principles. Thus, the modifications of the structure may be matters of the core, not only of the shell. 
Social objectssocial objects of an organisation contain holy or respected people (heroes, martyrs, victims), holy places (townstowns, houses, sites), holy times (special days, weeks, years), artifices, customscustoms and rituals LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel & Lang 1961, 291-332.. Lang and Lang note that social objects serve several functions in group processes. They can constitute forms of collective defence when they function as safety valves by which internal conflicts are controlled and directed. Typical examples are scapegoats. Social objects create solidarity among group members when they are hailed. They can be a normative standard of reference for a group or they can legitimate some actions. This can be either in a positive way (idol, hero) or in a negative way (victim, villain, and fool). In the last case, they remind members of the group what are the consequences of breaking the norms of the group. Close to this, a social object can also be a target against which the group is attacking. In revolutions, old rulers are often this kind of targets but there are also other kinds of objects against which people attack, like Bastille during the French Revolution. LangLang, Kurt and Gladys Engel & Lang 1961, 291, 331f.
Change of these objects is can be inclusion of new ones or abandonment of the old ones. The inclusion of new objects may be not as dramatic as abandonment of old ones because the latter means that the organisation has to cut off something that has been part of it. This supposedly leads to serious reflection of the core issues as well.
The Context
Figure 4: Dimensions of organisational environment
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The context is problematic in the case of FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) scontextinternational context because, first, they do not act in one single cultural environment like local and national organisations. Second, various theories frame the context differently. The context can be described with a cube (figure 4) that includes three possibilities in framing the context: through opportunity structures, through positive and negative elements of the environment and through niches where the organisation is working. In fact, it is a matter of taste (or research needs) which one of these is selected as the main classification system and which ones are then analysed as sub-tasks under the main topics. In my study, I have chosen to classify the context according to the niches of the YMCA. 
Niches of a FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  can be divided into four different acting environments. From the FINGOs’  perspective, the first niche is formed by its national member organisations. While they are part of its shell, they also form an organisational environment where the FINGO acts. In this case, the FINGO is seen as an independent body inside the larger movement. The movement can limit or expand the possibilities of the FINGO. For example, there are questions of resources, division of labour, organisational mandate, etc. In the case of the YMCA, the North American movement has been a member of the World Alliance, its competitor in international projects and its largest donor. Additionally, there is interactions between national and local organisations outside the FINGO structure. In the YMCA this has had the influence that perhaps majority of resource transfers go directly from one movement to another. This weakens the role of the FINGO. These interactions also create different coalitions in the movement, which the FINGO has to notice. For example, in the YMCA movement many national movements have their own development co-operation projects and this makes some receiving organisations more depended on the donating national movement than the World Alliance. There are also some special international organisations in the YMCA movement that are not in connection with the World alliance, like The world Urban Network, which is founded by the metropolitan YMCAs round the world. These kinds of arrangements and movements adaptation to different local contextsadaptation affect the understanding of both the rolerole of the whole movement and the roleroleINGO role of a FINGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) . The FINGO is thus only one actor in the movement.
Second, the majority of the INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s work in the contextcontextinternational context of international organisationsnationnational organisations. Many of them are located in Geneva”SwitzerlandGeneva . The staffstaff of the UNinternational governmental organisations(IGO)United Nations(UN), other IGOsinternational governmental organisations(IGO) and INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s form an international society where people meet their friends, colleagues and countrymen in various ways. These contacts form a networknetworks which, on one hand, homogenises the policies and, on the other, facilitates the flow of innovations On social movement networks, see Carroll & Ratner 1996.innovations. What I call ‘Geneva society’ is, to some degree, also found in other cities where there are similar concentrations of world headquarters. It could be supposed that, in a way, world cultures are meeting and interaction through their representatives in Geneva society. Thus, in this respect this society differs from ‘natural’ societies where there is either one dominant culture or cultures are interacting in all levels. In these international societies, people are constantly between their own culture, the hosting culture and the patchwork quilt of other cultures. Moreover, when the staff of IGOs and INGOs are constantly changing, this international society is in continuous change. Thus, the processes are supposedly different from those in ‘natural’ societies. 
Third, when an INGO has some grass-roots activities, contexts of these activities are comparable to the contexts of national and local organisations. The only difference is that an INGO can withdraw from this context if needed while the national/local organisation can seldom change its national environment There are, however, exceptions. Thus, after the Second World War, the Polish YMCA moved to London and, in Finland, the Vyborg YMCA (in the Karelia that Finland had to give to the Soviet Union) to Lahti.. In other respects, the national and local environment is similar to that of national organisations’. In the case of the YMCA, these kinds of activities have been the work among prisoners of wars and among refugees. 
Finally, the megatrends The concept is from Naisbitt and AburdenceNaisbitt, JohnAburdene, Patricia 1982.megatrends or Zeitgeist On the concept, see, for example, Rotenstreich 1973.zeitgeist of the time touch the INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s as well. As organisational environments differ from place to place, they also differ from time to time. Some historical periods favour some activitiesactionactivities and some do not. For example, the Hippie movement was a child of the 1960s, the Peace movement had its hay day in the 1980s and environmental movement seems to dominate in the 1990s and in the beginning of the 2000s. There are also carpe diem -type moments that are combinations of various factors. Some of these moments favour the activitiesactionactivities of the organisation and enable it to do its work. There may be, for example, a need for the skills and servicesservice of the organisation. A good example is the refugeerefugees”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)refugeework  servicesservice that were needed after the Second World War. The YMCA ”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisationshad experience in both work for immigrants and for prisoners of war”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)workwiththearmedforcesprisonersofwar(POW) prisoners of war(POW). After the war, many of the ex prisoners”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)workwiththearmedforcesprisonersofwar(POW) prisoners of war(POW) became refugeesrefugees and the concentration camps became refugee camps”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)refugeework . The YMCA”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)WorldAllianceofYMCAs Christianityorganisations was already there and the experience was transformed into the serviceservice of refugeerefugeess”YoungMen’sChristianAssociation(YMCA)refugeework . It was a question of being in right place at right time. Other types of opportunities are linked to the zeitgeistzeitgeist of the time. 
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Figure 5: Organisational onion 2
All these different elements of the context  form the opportunity structurespoliticspolitical opportunity structures” opportunity structuresculturecultural opportunity structures of an INGO ()”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) .In social movement studies there is an approach that studies different opportunity structures that facilitate or hindrance the emergence and action of movements. In the research there has been named three kinds of opportunity structures. First, there are political opportunity structures The concept of political opportunity structure was implicitly presented by Michael Lipsky (1968) and developed by Charles Tilly (1978), Doug McAdam (1982), Sidney Tarrow (1983) and Herbert Kitschelt (1986). Tarrow 1988,429., which has, according to Sidney Tarrow, the following variables: ”the degree of openness or of closure of the polity; the stability or instability of political alignments; the presence or absence of allies and support groups; division within the elite or its tolerance for protest; and the policy-making capacity of the government Tarrow 1988,429..” In short, political opportunity structures refer to the web of political actors, authorities, trends and preferences in which the organisation has to act.  
Second, resource mobilization approach has stressed economical opportunity structures Especially Mayer N. ZaldZald, Mayer N. has defended this thesis by pointing out that the nuclear accident in ChernobylUkraineChernobyl generated more social movement”resourcesresourcemobilizationapproach”movementssocial movementssocial movement studies mobilisation in StockholmSwedenStockholm than in KievUkraineKiev or WarsawPolandWarsaw. ZaldZald, Mayer N. 1991,350.. John D. McCarthy and Mayer N. Zald state that the more resources there is in a society the more there are social movements. This is because social movement organisations (SMO) compete of that surplus that people are putting to entertainment, organised religion, voluntary associations and politics. Where the income goes to basic needs, the surplus does not exist and there are fewer social movements. McCarthy & Zald 1977,1224ff. This seems to be one modulation of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
From the ideas of surplus, there is not a long way to other economical language. McCarthy and Zald note that there is a distinction between federated SMOs with constituents that have face-to-face relations to other constituents and non-federated SMOs with isolated constituents. The latter form of SMOs is highly depended on organisational advertising and other economical methods. In fact the target goals of the movement became products that are sold to adherents. This selling tendency is increased by the need for ensuring the existence of the organisation. This leads to the selling of all kinds of by products and professionalisation of the movement. McCarthy & Zald 1977,1227ff.
McCarthy and Zald’s theses are much in the same line with Hannan and Freeman’s ecological theory HannanHannan, Michael T. & FreemanFreeman, John 1977, 1989. of organisations which uses biological metaphors of struggle for food and life-space in the case of organisations as well. Certain environment can feed only certain amount of organisations. Economical theories of nonprofit organisations, in turn, see associations, foundations and alike mainly as economical actors. They emerge as a result of market or state failure to fulfil the needs of people, or they emerge as clearinghouses to handle transactions from donors to beneficiaries  See Muukkonen 2000, 96-143.. 
Third, in cases when it is not so much question of politics and economic resources, but the overall influence of certain culture, it is adequate to speak about cultural opportunity structures. Karl-Werner Brand links opportunity structure approach to neo-institutional theory On institutional theory, see Meyer & Rowan 1977, DiMaggio & Powell 1983, Tolbert & Zucker 1997. and discourse theory With discourse theory Brand means a combination of Ann Swidler’s (1995) idea of ‘culture as a tool kit’, Maarten A. Hajer’s (1995) ‘story lines’ and ‘discourse coalitions’, William Gamson’s (1975) ‘issue packages’, David A. Snow and Robert D. Benford’s (1992) ‘framing strategies’ and Volker Bornchier’s (1988) ‘societal models’. Brand 1994,3f.. He argues that, along political and economical struggles, social movements are always engaged in the struggle on symbols and meanings. Brand has argued (following Tarrow) that social movements emerge in cycles and are depended on the Zeitgeist of their time Brand 1990a; 1990b,2.. With Zeitgeist, ‘social mood’ or ‘cultural climate’ he means 
the specific configuration of world-views; thoughts and emotions, fears and hopes, beliefs and utopias, feelings of crisis or security, of pessimism or optimism. which prevail in this period. This Zeitgeist creates a specific sensitivity for problems; it narrows or broadens the horizon of what seems socially and politically feasible; it directs patterns of political behavior and life-styles; it channels psycho-social energies outward into the public or inward into the private sphere. Brand 1990a,28. 
Thus, cultural opportunity structures refer to the overall Zeitgeist of a certain culture. However, Brand also points out that ”modern western societies have differentiated a whole host of institutional subsystems... in which development largely follows the logic of its own inherent organizational rationality Brand 1994,5f..” Thus, it is not only the general Zeitgeist of a culture but also the Zeitgeist of special sub-cultures and their interaction that creates cultural opportunity structures.
The Zeitgeistzeitgeist can influence the publicpublic and authorities towards forming a positive or negative attitudeattitudes towards the organisation, and thus there is a constant campaign to present an organisation’s public imagepublicpublic identity as positively as possible. As the institutional theoryinstitutionsinstitutional theory”  states, the organisation has to follow the customscustoms and rules of itsPowell, Walter W. environments MeyerMeyer, John W. & RowanRowan, Brian 1977.environment” . Often this means that the organisation moulds its shell and even core in such a way that it gains legitimacy in its contextlegitimacy.
Miller McPherson, in while using the ecological theory of organisations, give other elements of cultural opportunity structures. She notes that in organisational”organisationorganisationalenvironment” ecology the dimensions of nicheniches are location, timing and social characteristicssocial characteristics like age, sex, social status,statussocial status etc. The social characteristicssocial characteristics define the membership”membership  basis. For example, youth organisationsyouthyouth organisations”organisationorganisation’sadherency  and veteran organisations do not often compete for the same members”membership . According to McPherson,McPherson, Miller ”the physical location of organizations will dictate where their members come from McPhersonMcPherson, Miller uses the Lotha-Volterra equationLotha-Volterra equation to calculate the growth rate of organisation”organisationorganisationalchange” according to the carrying capacity of the communitycommunity. McPhersonMcPherson, Miller 1983,522..” Finally, the time dimension determines, according to the author, the possibilities to participate. The time scale may vary from hours (meeting times of several organisations may be overlapping or the work creates limits in participating) to years (to different ages differing organisations are attractive). McPhersonMcPherson, Miller 1983,520f. 
Religion forms one special sub-system in any society. In one sense, religion is part of its hosting culture. When we speak about Latin American culture or Scandinavian culture, we understand them as sums of habits, artifacts and world views of some group of people. However, in international level culture and religion are only partly overlapping concepts. Great world religionsreligion have adapted themselves to different culturesculturecultures and one cultureculturecultures can have several religions. For example, the Catholic Church is a part of the Latin culture but it exists as well in Polish, Irish and Filipino cultures. American culture, in turn, contains many world religions. Thus, I use the concept of religious opportunity structures to describe the Zeitgeist in the field of religions. Accordingly, with cultural opportunity structures I mean the influence of local cultures and with religious opportunity structures I mean the influence of world religions and ideologies. The distinction can be seen, for example, in the case of the Polish YMCA between the World Wars. In Poland both culture and political elite favoured the work of the YMCA but the Catholic Church opposed it in all parts of the world See Zebrowski 1991..
Religions can facilitate or limit the expansion and existence of an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  several ways. First, if a religion sees an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  as a representative of a rival religionreligion or ideologybeliefideology, it can fight against the INGO Like the Catholic Church opposed the YMCA before the Second Vatican Council.. On the other hand, if an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  is seen as an ally, the religionreligion can supply resourcesresources to it Typical example is how Protestant churches have helped the YMCA. In national level, this phenomenon has been studied by Aldon D. Morris (1984, 1996). He showed how American Black churches supplied resources to Civil Rights Movement.. Second, religionreligion does not necessarily need to define its attitudeattitudes towards an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) . Namely, religions also supply many of the basic concepts of the hosting cultureculturecultures. Thus, the concepts that an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  uses can be either familiar or alien to people in the areas where the INGO works. Sometimes people with different world views do not understand each other at all. Third, linked to previous items, religionsreligion also serve as valuevaluesvalue memory memories of their hosting culturesculturecultures. Thus, the goalgoalss of an INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO)  are valued through the valuevaluesvalue system systems of different religions. 
Opportunity structuresopportunity structures are not, as I have already stated, determinants of actionaction but possibilities. They form both rules of the game and determine the possible actions. The analogy to chess illustrates opportunity structures rather well. There are several choices of which some are good and some bad but the player makes the final choice what to do in a situation. Of course, sometimes the positions limit the choices so much that it can be said that they force to certain actions (as in the case when the king is threatened and there is only one possibility to make a move). Economical and political opportunitiespoliticspolitical opportunity structures” opportunity structures are external constraints to any actionaction. On the other hand, religionreligion and cultureculture are more internalised and they constrain the actionsactionindividual action of people more fundamentally. Men take the valuesvalues and normsvaluessocial values of their beliefsbeliefbelief system and cultureculture as granted and the valuesvalues limit the organisation’s”organisationorganisationalenvironment  possible actions. In a similar way, organisational”organisationorganisationalidentity  identityidentitycollective identity and its missionmission”organisationorganisation’smission  constrain its possibilities. However, missionmission”organisationorganisation’smission , identity”organisationorganisationalidentity identitycollective identity and beliefsbeliefbelief system”organisationorganisationalideology  do not only limit the opportunitiesopportunity structures but may also expand them. People do not calculate rationally the tasks they get involved in. Religionreligion and ideologybeliefideology push people to do something because they have a vocation - not because they benefit from the actionactionindividual action. If people would calculate their actions, much would not be done. The other way that missionmission, identityidentity and beliefsbelief expand the opportunities of an organisation is by the personal networks McPhersonMcPherson, Miller 1983networkspersonal networks. As Peter Dobkin HallHall, Peter Dobkin notes HallHall, Peter Dobkin”  1987,7f., the evangelicalsChristianityrevival movementsmovementsreligious movementsrevival movements in AmericaUnited StatesreligionProtestantism created networksnetworksevangelical network that helped the organisational”organisationorganisationalchange  growth. Networks help an organisation to gain legitimacy, to find new resources and to receive new innovations.  Additional to religious and ideologicalbeliefideology”religionreligiousnetworks  networksnetworks, other main sources of personal networksnetworkspersonal networks are ethnicalethnicity and professionalprofessionprofessional identity ties.
In all these opportunity structures, there are both supportive and hindering elements. Supportive elements help the organisation to survive and complete its missionmission. These include monetary, human and symbolic recourses that organisation can use as well as legal possibility to work and positive atmosphere that ensures the public support. Additional to its leaders,leadership adherents and allies, an organisation may have passive supporters who value the goalgoalsorganisational goalss of the organisation without being involved in it. These sympathisers have a crucial rolerole in the legitimation of the organisation. They are that fraction of the publicpublic that has a positive attitudeattitudes towards the organisation. If this support is missing the legitimacylegitimacy of the organisation is threatened.
Hindering elements are those that threaten the existence and work of the organisation. Social movementsmovementssocial movements have rather often a counter movement, which oppose the goalgoalss of the movement. When many INGO”nongovernmentalorganisations(NGO)internationalNGOs(INGO) s are actually social movement organisations (SMO)movementssocial movementssocial movement organisations(SMO) they have similar adversaries. Religious organisationsreligionreligious organisations compete against anti-religious ones and against those of different religionreligion, anti-abortion movements fight with feminist organisations, etc. Of course, the intensity of the fight varies greatly. It can be supposed that the work on the international level requires some institutional stabilitystabilityinstitutionsinstitutional stability and this, in turn, means that rivaling organisations have to behave according to civilised norms See, for example, Dahl 1982, 42f.valuessocial values. However, the influence of an adversary group may emerge if its membersmembershipassociationsmembers have official positions in organs that are important to the organisation. Another way of how adversary groups can influence is through the public identitypublicpublic identityidentitypublic identity of the organisation. Counter organisations often try to downplay the reputationreputation of the organisation in order to reduce its legitimacylegitimacy and support.
Costs and constraints of an organisation form a major obstacle to its work. Arguments of effectivity claim that organisations thrive to cut their expenses and reduce their costs. This tendency has implications both on the core and on the shell levels. On the core level, costs, combined with resourcesresources, lead the missionmission by stating what is possible and what is not. On the shell level, they influence the structures and number of staffstaff. Constraints have similar effects. Important forms of constraint are rejection and competitionvoluntary . Some contextscontextcultural context reject the organisation, for example, because of ideologicalbeliefideology reasons. In other contexts, the competition is so hard that the organisation does not have possibility to enter there.
Applying the Model
The core, the shell and the contextcontext of an organisation are in constant interactionactioninteraction. All elements seem to influence each other. This means that different phenomena cannot be reduced to just one or a few determinants. Instead, a scholar has to be sensitive to notice what are the determinants in a certain place and moment. The theory that I have presented above is a heuristic device to identify the important phenomena in organisations. It is not a classificationclassifications or systematisation of phenomena but more like WittgensteinWittgenstein, Ludwig’s familyfamilyfamily resemblances picture On the difference between classification and Wittgenstein’s family picture, see Collier & Mahon 1993.. These elements can be identified in organisations but in different forms. The dilemma of this kind of picture is, as SalamonSalamon, Lester M. and AnheierAnheier, Helmut K.Anheier, Helmut K. have argued in the case of classifications SalamonSalamon, Lester M. & AnheierAnheier, Helmut K. 1992,275-280; 1993,542f; 1997a,64-68., that the more general the applicability, the more it simplifies the phenomena. Vice versa, when the picture is detailed, it has less value as a general device when all organisations become cases per se. 
This model is a simplification of an organisation. I have collected the ‘pearls’ of different theories into an organisational map to help the framing process and a tool for the analysis. The simplification means that many details are missing but this is always the case of ‘landscape pictures’. Although most of scientific research focuses on detailed ‘portraits’, I think that these ‘landscape pictures’ are also needed. These wider pictures help a scholar to locate their own, more detailed, study in a wider perspective and notice the complexity of organisational life. 
The model can be used in three ways. First, the it enables to define what is the focus of the study and how other elements are related to the main interest. In my own study, I concentrate on changes in the ideology of the World Alliance of YMCAs. The ideology of the YMCA has been articulated in the Paris Basis from 1855. Thus, I am interested in other parts of the model only from the point of view how they influence the Paris Basis and its interpretations. Moreover, I am interested outputs of the ideology only to degree that they create a circular process. Thus, while the Paris Basis is a model for the YMCA, which directs its mission and policy, it is also a model of the YMCA. Especially its interpretations (Jubilee Declaration from 1905, Centennial Declaration from 1955 and Kampala Principles from 1973) are influenced by other elements of the model.
Second, the model enables me to stop in those historical moments when something happens. Ralph H. Turner and Lewis M. Killian have emphasised that new unfamiliar and unstructured situations are moments when new norms emerge Turner and Killian (1959,58-79) modify the old collective behavior concept of milling underlining that in the milling process emerge new norms and patterns of behaviour. With the concept authors are referring to collective action in situations (like catastrophes) where previous models of behaviour are not any more valid and people have to create new ones. According to them, people try, in new situations, form a common interpretation of the situation and define what to do. Turner and Killian (1959,40) point out that these occasions are the ones in which the culture is changed. Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1972,55-58) speak about a similar phenomenon when they speak about the routinization of the behaviour. Normally people use routines, which enable them to concentrate on issues that are more important. However, sometimes there are moments that the routines should be rethought and modified.. When primary or secondary sources show that there are changes in the core, the shell or the context, it is a place for analysis. Does the change have influence in the ideology? If it has, that requires deeper analysis but if there are no signs of influence the change in that level can be ignored until the next change occurs. This helps to find the critical periods in the organisation’s history, which create potentials for the change of the ideology.
Third, when I have identified a critical moment, I use the model as a questionary for the sources. In other words, I ask what changes has happened in opportunity structures, in adherency, in structure, in leadership, etc. Thus, the model enables to see the different potential sources for the change of the ideology and different combinations of factors in different times. My aim is to explain how the Paris Basis was interpreted in that moment of the movement, why it was interpreted like that and what interpretations were rejected. These latter ones are important because they might represent the frame of some sub-group in the YMCA and appear again if that group gains power.
As I said in the beginning, this model has been developed for the analysis of the ideology of the World Alliance of YMCAs. However, because the YMCA is one of the oldest and biggest FINGOs, it has developed many organisational models, which have then diffused to younger organisations. Thus, the model could serve as general schema Concept is from Ulric Neisser 1967, 287-292; 1976,31-78, 108-127. or cognitive map for other organisations as well.
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